Hemispheric asymmetry in global/local processing: effects of stimulus position and spatial frequency.
We examined the neural mechanisms of functional asymmetry between hemispheres in the processing of global and local information of hierarchical stimuli by measuring hemodynamic responses with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). In a selective attention task, subjects responded to targets at the global or local level of compound letters that were (1) broadband in spatial-frequency spectrum and presented at fixation; (2) broadband and presented randomly to the left or the right of fixation; or (3) contrast balanced (CB) to remove low spatial frequencies (SFs) and presented at fixation. Central broadband stimuli induced stronger activation in the right middle occipital cortex under global relative to local attention conditions but in the left inferior occipital cortex, stronger activation was induced under local relative to global attention conditions. The asymmetry over the occipital cortex was weakened by unilateral presentation and by contrast balancing. The results indicate that the lateralization of global and local processing is modulated by the position and SF spectrum of the compound stimuli. The global attention also produced stronger activation over the medial occipital cortex relative to the local attention under all the stimulus conditions. The nature of these effects is discussed.